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Guidance for Councils Response to E.O. 13921 Section 4
In response to Executive Order 13921, a formal request was sent to the Regional Fishery
Management Councils for a prioritized list of recommended actions “to reduce burdens on
domestic fishing and to increase production within sustainable fisheries” by November 2, 2020,
as required under Section 4 of the order. To provide further details and instructions for
submissions, this document spells out guidance for Councils in formatting their responses.
Examples have been provided in the attached template table EO13921 Recommended Actions
Template to provide a framework for responding to the request. Please develop your prioritized
list and send a copy of the completed table (one response per Council) by email to Kelly Denit
and copy Morgan Corey, Office of Sustainable Fisheries. To facilitate tracking recommended
actions, please provide the following information in your response:
Indicate the priority number relative to other proposed actions in order of preference,
with 1 being the highest priority, and assign a unique priority number to each proposed
action (i.e., only one action assigned to priority 1, 2, 3, etc.). If possible, consider
bundling actions by FMP or by fishery before prioritizing.
Classify the recommended action(s) type as a Regulation, Order, Guidance, or Other
Similar Agency Action using the dropdown list.
Identify the relevant Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Citation under Title 50, if
applicable (CFR information here).
Describe the recommended action, including current regulation implications and issues
that could be addressed by taking the action(s).
Explain how the recommended action(s) reduces burdens on domestic fishing and/or
increases production within sustainable fisheries. Be as specific as possible (qualitative
information is enough) to detail the anticipated effects (social, economic, biological) of
taking the action(s).
Outline a proposal for initiating each recommended action, including the current status
of discussions, steps to be taken, expected timeline for Council discussion and decisions.

